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Record Keeping for Travel and
Entertainment Deductions
Shirley T. Moore, CPA
Washington, D. C.

A new law enacted by the 87th Congress
(The Revenue Act o£ 1962) has caused great
consternation in the business world as to what
is and what is not allowable for tax deduction
purposes pertaining to travel and entertain
ment. These two items must now be separated
in our thinking. Travel refers to the expenses
incurred by an employee or businessman while
away from home on business. Entertainment
may occur on such a business trip or may occur
in the ordinary course of business in his office,
home or home town. Section 4(a) of the Reve
nue Act of 1962 along with the Income Tax
Regulations, a number of Information Re
leases, and Published Questions and Answers
by the Revenue Service have been the subject
of many hours of discussion and thought by
every taxpayer affected. When the law was
first enacted, there was considerable doubt and
many rumors as to what was intended. The
fact that it took several months to issue the
present regulations and that delays for compli
ance were allowed, indicates that it was no
easy matter for any of us. The Regulations are
final on Section 274(d) which deals with rec
ord keeping. How it is to be effectually ad
ministered still remains to be seen.
Accountants and tax practitioners have spent
many hours trying to determine exactly what
procedures should be followed by their clients.
No doubt the Internal Revenue Service is oc
cupied with the same problems.
In some businesses, the proper record keep
ing may have necessitated no significant
changes in the systems already established.
However, some of the requirements are new
and probably have made some additional work.
Any well-run business has required its em
ployees to make a detailed accounting in con
nection with all their disbursements, including
those for travel and entertainment, as a stan
dard procedure. Sometimes there were excep
tions in the case of a few top officials. However,
unexplained advances and incomplete records
of how the money paid to an employee was
spent are no longer allowable. It behooves an
employee to obtain approval for each expendi
ture from some authorized person within the
organization. The Legislation was particularly

aimed at unlimited expense accounts with no
subsequent itemization by the employee or
business man. Frequently this very system was
the inducement for a top official to go with a
company as at least some items, which were
partially personal, were paid by the company
without being taxed to the employee.
The new regulations now require complete
accounting for all moneys paid by a company
to an employee (except his salary, of course).
Receipts must be secured for any items of $25
or more, and for lodging, regardless of the
amount. Details must be furnished as to the
time, place and business purpose of the expen
diture as well as the exact amount.
Per diem expenditures in the amount of $25
or less need no further receipt than the ap
proval of the employer. These expenditures
include hotel, meals, taxis, etc., but do not
include transportation to and from the destina
tion. Many items which previously were con
sidered ordinary business expenses may now
be questionable. “Promotion” and “good will”
alone are not sufficient reason for making ex
penditures unless they can definitely be tied to
a business purpose.
Entertainment is a separate category from
travel. Frequently, it is difficult to determine
where one leaves off and the other begins. In
order to take a tax deduction for entertain
ment, one must furnish records as to the cost
of each item (meals, beverages, tips, theatre
tickets, etc.), the time of the entertainment,
the place at which the entertainment occurred,
the business purpose, and the persons enter
tained. In order for entertainment to be de
ductible, it must be proven to have a specific
business purpose. There must be a brief state
ment in the record as to the reason for the
entertainment. The entertainment should be
directly before or after a substantial business
discussion or should be the occasion for a
business discussion in order to qualify. In case
the entertainment does directly follow a busi
ness discussion or day of working with the
person entertained, it is permissible to invite
and deduct the expense for your business
associate’s wife or husband. Your own spouse
may also accompany the guests if this can be
shown to serve a business purpose.
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for longer periods of time, weekly, semi
monthly, or monthly reports would seem to be
necessary.
Another problem arises if the spouse is taken
on the trip. Unless he or she serves a business
purpose, the expenses are not deductible. How
do you allocate the expenses? Are one-half of
the expenses excluded? On the hotel room,
must the employee bear half of the expense
or only the additional amount charged for the
double occupancy? What about the taxi fare
from the airport to the hotel, tips to hotel
porters, or the use of your personal car in
getting to the destination? Would you not have
these expenses whether you were traveling
alone or with your spouse? Through published
Questions and Answers, the IRS has indicated
an opinion on the proper treatment of these
expenses. The expenses for the spouse are
only the amounts in excess of the single oc
cupancy or the excess charges for the extra
passenger.
What is the policy of the IRS concerning
employees who combine business and vacation
on a trip for the employer? It is not necessary
to allocate cost of transportation to and from
destination if the employee has no choice about
assignment.
Entertainment falls under a separate set of
rules, although the accounting requirements
are quite similar. One must keep a record of
the amount spent, the date of the entertain
ment, the exact type of entertainment, where it
occurred, the names of persons present, and the
business purpose. Good will is not sufficient
business purpose unless it can be tied to
the business specifically. Use of charge accounts
will establish date, place and cost of the
entertainment. Some credit card companies
have revised their charge slips to include
spaces for the names of persons present and
business purpose to be inserted at the time the
check is signed. This would seem to be suffi
cient information.
The business purpose description has caused
a great deal of discussion. Salesmen feel that
their trade secrets will be revealed to one and
all under this system. Attorneys and account
ants feel that client confidence may be invaded.
Some method should be devised whereby a
timely record may be kept, which can later
be shown to the Internal Revenue auditor, and
yet confidential information need not be re
vealed to the office staff. The disclosure of the
parties involved in a complicated real estate
deal could mean that the contract might never
be signed. Employee leaks of information could
be tragic in many businesses. In some instances
confidential information regarding expenses

Some items have caused a great deal of con
fusion. One item was the taxi fares of an em
ployee on an out of town assignment. At first,
it was specifically stated that the first taxi
fare of the day and the return to the hotel from
the last business contact were personal items
and must be borne by the employee as a “cost
of getting to work.” Can’t you imagine the
amount of record keeping necessary to prove
or disprove this item alone? IRS has changed
its position on this—employees may have been
making up their minds to arrange schedules so
that they could “walk to work.” Valet services
were not allowable under the old law and the
published Questions and Answers, but now
seem to be ordinary and necessary travel ex
penses.
The practice of drawing an advance of $100
which was kept in one pocket for payment of
all business expenses with the balance returned
to the employer without itemizing the expenses
is not considered “sufficient record keeping.”
It is suggested that the employee keep a small
diary in his pocket and jot down his expenses
as he goes along so that he can account in
detail upon his return. Various printed forms
are available and many of these seem to meet
all the necessary requirements for detail with
the possible exception of the business purpose
portion. It is very important that any and all
records have a “brief description of your busi
ness reason for incurring the expenses.”
The IRS has taken the position that taxis
for the day, meals for the day, etc., may be
lumped together. “Supporting evidence” can
become a storage problem if we don’t limit the
detail. You must have a paid voucher for each
item over $25. Transportation vouchers are
usually easily accessible unless you use your
own car. In that case, a speedometer reading
will serve. In order to avoid disagreements, I
have kept a copy of my service bill for January
service showing a speedometer reading, have
kept accurate mileage on all business use of my
car, and will keep the next January service bill
to indicate actual mileage. Business usage of
the car can then be determined. It is permis
sible to take a flat per mile deduction (15
cents per mile is allowable)—but remember to
get the approval of an authorized company
official on your report in order to avoid having
the item questioned.
Before concluding the discussion of travel,
remember that the Regulations require a “time
ly accounting.” Just what is timely is not
stated. Six months after the trip might not
appear to be timely. After discussions with
other tax practitioners, it was decided that our
policy of accounting at the end of each trip
was timely—so long as the trip was no longer
than two weeks in duration. If you are traveling

(Continued to page 10)
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An Evaluation of Electronic Data Processing
Elise Jancura, CPA
Cleveland, Ohio

mediately recognize that the accounting records
require:
(1) the collection and recording of data,
which is commonly known in the elec
tronic data processing world as input;
(2) the classification, summary, and analy
sis of this data, usually known as
processing;
(3) the preparation of reports and recom
mendations, known as output.
Originally the performance of these phases of
data processing was all done manually and by
one individual. Gradually as the volume of
transactions made the addition of more people
necessary, it became necessary to divide the
work so that each employee could contribute
at the same time. Thus we came to the intro
duction of special purpose journals and subsi
diary ledgers with one employee handling
sales transactions, another employee handling
purchases, etc. With this separation of duties
we began to use one of the principles upon
which much of our modern electronic data
processing is based—the recognition that cer
tain types of transactions have a sufficiently
high volume to justify a separate handling
procedure for them and to include only the
summarization of these transactions in the
general accounting records.
Looking at the typical applications (jobs)
installed on automatic data processing equip
ment, one finds that they all have three char
acteristics in common. First, they have a high
volume of transactions to justify the special
procedure, whether it be special journals in a
manual system or the expense of installing and
operating data processing equipment. Second,
the transactions in a particular application are
all rather similar and well-defined with rela
tively few exceptions requiring other than
routine handling. Third, but certainly not least,
all of these transactions must be reduced to
quantitative terms. The machines are not cap
able of making any qualitative judgments. All
decision making, analysis, and reporting done
on these machines must be reduced to quan
titative form. Of course, descriptions and
similar data can be stored in the machines, but
this information is strictly for reference and
has no significance as far as the processing
itself is concerned.
It is not surprising that the earliest jobs put
on automatic data processing equipment were
accounts receivable, payroll, and inventory. In
these areas are found quite clearly the three

What do you think of when you hear the
word “computer”—a magical thinking machine
with a will of its own and an intellect so
superior that it can at any time outwit the
lowly human who presumes to question it? Of
course neither you nor anybody else really
believes this. Yet you would be amazed at the
number of people who approach the topic of
electronic data processing as if these machines
were some sort of omniscient beings instead of
the singularly limited robots that they actually
are. For if the truth were known, these
magnificent collections of flashing lights,
whirring tape drives and chattering printers
can’t so much as blink a light without a specific
instruction to do so.
The attributes of the computer which put
it in its place of prominence are its tremendous
speed and uncanny ability to do exactly what
it is instructed to do-nothing more, nothing
less. Unlike a human employee, this mechanical
employee will never get bored, try new ap
proaches of its own, or forget to do something.
Instead it will do the same thing over and
over again without any variation whatsoever.
It is precisely because we are dealing with
machines that we are able to achieve results
which are always uniform and accurate and
obtained at a uniform and extremely high
speed.
Data processing, whether it is manual or
mechanical, is essentially a matter of collecting
and recording data, or facts if you will, and
manipulating those facts until they are so ar
ranged that they can be analyzed or summa
rized into meaningful conclusions and then
reporting those conclusions. Actually then,
everytime we attempt to think, to solve a
problem, to write a speech, we are engaged
in data processing. We are in effect performing
a function which is precisely the same as that
being performed by the electronic data proc
essing equipment. It is not what we are doing
that is different, but rather the way in which
we are doing it that differs. This is too often
forgotten and people do not view electronic
data processing in its proper perspective—as
simply a new tool to perform the age-old
function of data processing.
Let’s turn for a moment to a consideration
of an area of data processing with which we
are all extremely familiar, I’m sure—the ac
counting records. Certainly all of you can im
5

The computer, of course, is a far more
complex and sophisticated piece of equipment
than the unit record machines. It is tremen
dously faster, for these machines no longer
measure time in minutes but rather micro
seconds with plans for even greater speed in
the future. The computer has a far greater
ability to recognize varying conditions and can
store a much greater repertory of processing
routine to handle these conditions. And, of
course, the computer is not limited to a single
media for storing data as unit record equip
ment is limited to punched cards.
Reviewing for a moment, data processing
consists of the preparation of input data, the
processing of that data, and the presentation
of the output of that data. The techniques
which are employed will vary greatly depend
ing upon the available tools, but the overall
objectives remain constant. The concern for
accurate and complete reporting of any data
handled is still the same. And this should not
be lost sight of when one is faced with the
task of evaluating an electronic data processing
installation. The same criteria holds as for a
manual system, only the technique differs.
The form of input used in an installation,
whether it be cards, magnetic tape, disk, or
tele-processing, is of secondary importance to
an auditor (although of course it is of great
significance to the user and is a major con
sideration in his system design). What is im
portant to the auditor is that the input, how
ever it is captured, is complete and accurate.
Thus it is still important to examine the inter
nal control and procedures in force. To a large
extent the path through which data travels
from the time it enters a company until it
reaches the data processing department is
unchanged.
It is in the electronic data processing depart
ment itself that the auditor is faced with a
change from traditional techniques. Yet, the
auditor must retain the proper perspective.
After all, the objectives of the user of this
equipment are the complete and accurate
handling of all information entering the com
pany. Usually the user turns his attention to
three areas. First, he is concerned that all in
formation is accurately translated into the
language of the particular equipment involved.
Second, he attempts to control the flow of the
data, once it is properly captured, in order to
insure that the proper processing is performed
and that none of the data is lost. Third, he is
concerned that all of the reports which are
turned out are meaningful and accurately
depict the situation.
The most common technique of capturing
data is to key punch it, although there are, of
course, many other techniques such as direct
transmission. Usually once the data is punched
it will be run through a key verifier operated

characteristics just described—high volume,
limited exceptions, quantitative data. In the
newer areas such as inventory control, pro
duction scheduling, engineering analysis,
school scheduling, airline reservations, to name
a few, we find again the same old story. Each
of these applications is made feasible by the
tremendous speed with which this equipment
can perform the same routine calculations over
and over again. And, again, notice, in the area
of engineering design for example, that the
data processing equipment in no way does any
creative work—it simply performs the myriad
calculations laid out for it by some human who
does have the ability to think. Thus the engi
neer is freed from the monotony and trouble
of performing the calculations, while at the
same time the computer can produce these
answers in minutes instead of the hours and
sometimes days that manual calculation would
require. In the business world, as this equip
ment can produce faster and faster results,
accounting information is becoming less and
less a mere historical reporting of past events
and more and more a report of business condi
tions as they occur, providing management
with information in time for the normal dayto-day operational decisions.
Data processing equipment in use today
generally breaks down into two categories:
unit record equipment (sometimes called
punched card equipment) and the stored pro
gram machines, commonly known as compu
ters. The unit record equipment is the older
and is now primarily in use by those businesses
whose volume of work is not sufficient to justify
the much faster and more sophisticated com
puter. This equipment is controlled by use of
externally wired control panels. Each piece
of equipment is designed to perform a specific
function—thus there are calculators to multiply
and divide; accounting machines to print re
ports and summarize by addition and subtrac
tion; and sorters to put the data in proper
sequence. To process a job on unit record
equipment then requires a transfer of the data
from machine to machine as each step in the
overall job is to be performed.
The computers on the other hand are ma
chines which combine all of these functions
into one. Actually a computer is not a single
machine at all, but rather a combination of
units all centrally controlled by one set of
instructions stored internally in the control
unit, commonly known as the central proc
essing unit. The operator, instead of carrying
the data from machine to machine, as he
would with unit record equipment, simply
places it in the input unit of the computer.
The central processing unit then accepts the
data, processes it and transfers the results to
the appropriate output mechanism—punched
cards, magnetic tape, ramac file, paper tape.
6

by a second person who is repeating the keying there must be some revisions and new ap
operation while the machine compares the proaches in the audit of an electronic data
punches in the card with the keys depressed processing installation, but we should not for
to see if they agree. Other common procedures get some of the old basics and certainly the
are to list or tabulate these new punched independent verification of such items as cash,
records to verify their accuracy and at the accounts receivable, and inventory should still
same time develop record counts, accounting be performed by examining bank statements,
control totals, hash totals—all of which can be confirming accounts, making inquiries to credit
used to balance that data captured in the customers, and periodic physical inventories.
records against that received by the data proc
Source documents will still exist and can be
essing department. Once this balancing is definitely traced to their initial entry into the
accomplished there is assurance that the data electronic data processing department. From
to be processed by the equipment is complete that point on they can be traced through
and correct. At the same time these totals and the processing in several ways. Naturally many
counts can now be used as controls against of these transactions will appear in the many
which all subsequent processing and reporting reports prepared for various individuals in the
can be balanced.
company. If proper balancing and control pro
Checking of the processing itself can be cedures are followed, the accuracy of trans
divided into two categories—the checking actions can be verified and they can be traced
which is built into the equipment itself and as they flow through the electronic data proc
that which is programmed by the user. All essing department. In some instances the
equipment provides certain mechanical checks auditor can even run a complete test of an
performed automatically by the equipment automatic procedure by developing a set of
itself. Some examples are the hole count check, test data which includes all of the conditions
automatic reread, and record length checking that it is felt the operation should be able to
performed as an integral part of the input and handle. The test data can then be run through
output commands. Parity and validity checks the system and the results analyzed to see if
are performed each time data is manipulated the system is performing as hoped. The volume
within the central processing unit. All of these of data needed to make a good test is usually
are simply part of the equipment and are de not large, and the time required by the equip
signed merely to insure that the equipment is ment to test itself by running these transac
functioning properly. As such they are not of tions is usually very much less than the time
great significance to the auditor except to the required for an auditor to do the same amount
extent that the auditor must assure himself of checking.
that they do keep the equipment reliable.
In conclusion it should be remembered that
Of greater concern are the programmed complete, accurate input, processed by a
controls which check that the equipment has thorough and closely controlled procedure, will
been instructed to handle transactions properly. produce accurate and complete output. This
For while these machines can check them has always been the goal of accounting. The
selves to see that they are operating correctly, introduction of electronic data processing has
they can in no way check whether they have
in no way changed this. It has merely intro
been told to do the correct thing. Remember duced new techniques which have enabled us
they follow instructions blindly. Thus each to handle a vastly increased volume of data
program includes, in addition to the actual with greater accuracy than was ever before
processing necessary, instructions to take con possible.
trol totals and record counts, to test for
maximum-minimum limit conditions and re
port them, and to test that all records have
PROFITS
one of the accepted codes.
To the auditor, the equipment used is of
PUBLIC opinion surveys have shown re
secondary importance. His concern should be peatedly that people are critical of business
that the proper flow of data has been estab not because of its products or services, but
lished; that sufficient balancing and control because of things about business which they
techniques have been provided and are fol do not understand. Profits are a case in point.
lowed. This is not to suggest that one can In a special Gallup Poll, participants were
blindly ignore the differences in equipment asked what per cent of profit they thought a
and need not acquaint himself with the de typical American industrial firm earned. An
velopments in the field. It is to suggest, how swers ranged from 25% to 60%. Actually,
ever, that one should keep the proper perspec over the past 30 years, American industry has
tive and remember that the equipment and earned less than 5% profit annually on the
techniques should be fitted to the objectives sales dollar, and less than 10% on the in
of good accounting, rather than the objectives vestment dollar.—Joseph T. Nolan, Chase Man
tailored to meet the equipment. Of course hattan Bank
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Cleveland ASWA Chapter—Winner of
AWSCPA Award

Chapter Presidents Mary Ellen Warren (1962-1963) and Belma J. Boros (1963-1964)
admire new AWSCPA award plaque.

The AWSCPA Award program was estab
lished by the Board of Directors of the Ameri
can Woman’s Society of Certified Public
Accountants in September 1945 for the pur
pose of stimulating interest of local ASWA
chapters in the full scope of activities within
the realm of the American Society of Women
Accountants. Rules were established for award
ing points for worthwhile achievements, in
cluding increase in membership, attendance,
publicity, qualifying chapter meetings and edu
cational programs, contributions of material
for use in THE WOMAN CPA and ASWA
COORDINATOR, timely budgets and reports,
and special activities.
In the years before the 1962-1963 year the
chapter winning the highest number of points
was awarded a silver trophy which it held
until the winner of the next year was an
nounced. Any chapter holding the trophy for
three consecutive years retained permanent
possession of it. Three silver trophies have
been won by chapters in the award competi
tion. A certificate of award was presented to
the first three chapters.
The award rules were amended in the 1962-

1963 year to provide for cash awards to the
three top-ranking chapters: $100 to first place,
$75 to second place, and $50 to third place.
In addition, the winning chapter’s name is en
graved on the new AWSCPA award plaque
provided for in the amended rules. The cash
awards are to be used for public relation ac
tivities or a scholarship fund at the discretion
of the chapter. A chapter placing first for three
consecutive years receives an additional $200.
The three top-ranking chapters in the 19621963 year were:
First place—Cleveland
Second place—Portland
Third place—Los Angeles
The AWSCPA Award program was estab
lished to guide and encourage the ASWA
chapters in developing appropriate and worth
while programs and projects which add to their
stature as professional organizations. The sys
tem of friendly competition and rewards for
achievement provide the incentive in the pro
gram.
Mary J. McCann
AWSCPA Award Chairman
1962-1963
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TAX FORUM
DOROTHEA WATSON, CPA

Tax planning can pay dividends in tax
dollars saved. Two areas where this is demon
strated are discussed below.
Multiple support agreements allowed under
Section 152(c) provide a tax benefit where
more than two persons join in supporting a
dependent. Tax planning in connection with
the medical expenses of the dependent can
increase the benefit. Since medical expenses
paid for a dependent are deductible, it makes
tax sense for the person entitled to the de
pendency deduction to pay the medical ex
pense directly. If the dependent is a parent
over 65, the total medical expenses, unless over
the maximum allowable, may be deducted. To
illustrate, consider three children who support
their dependent mother under a multiple sup
port agreement. It costs $4,500 a year to
provide the support including $2,000 in medi
cal expenses and each child contributes $1,500
to her to pay her expenses. Under this
arrangement, the child entitled to the depend
ency deduction gets the additional $600 de
duction. If, instead of giving the money to the
mother, the child entitled to the dependency
deduction pays $1,500 of the medical expenses
directly to the doctors, hospitals, drug stores,
etc., the mother has the same care and the
child not only gets the $600 dependency de
duction but can also deduct the $1,500 of
medical expenses.
Tax planning can pay off in connection with
capital gains on sales of property. A taxpayer
with property to sell may wish to wait until
1964 to take advantage of the probably lower
tax rates but may have an opportunity now to
sell at a good profit and the buyer does not
want to wait until 1964. The installment sale
can be the answer. Make the sale now and
take a down payment of less than 30% of
the sales price (preferably a token payment)
in 1963 and have the balance payable in
1964. Report the sale on the installment
method and pay most of the capital gains tax
at the lower rates in 1964. It is possible to get
cash in hand now equal to the basis in the
property and still pay only a small capital
gains tax in 1963 and the balance later at
probably lower rates. Borrow on the property
up to the basis in the property and sell having
the buyer assume the mortgage. Take only a
small down payment and report on the in
stallment method. The mortgage will not be

considered a payment so long as it does not
exceed the basis in the property.
** * *
One tax reduction is already law for 1964.
The Federal Unemployment Tax rate reduces
to 3.1% as of January 1, 1964 from 3.35%
in effect for 1963. The 2.7% credit allowed
for payments to the state for unemployment
tax remains in effect.
* * * *

The fiftieth edition (1913-1963) of the
federal individual income tax return Form
1040 is little changed from the 1962 form.
Certain items have been rearranged as to
location on the return and care must be taken
that the proper fine or space is used this year.
A line is provided on page one for payments
by self-employed persons to retirement plans,
etc. and it must be supported by Form 2950SE attached to the return. A line is also pro
vided on page one for the tax from
recomputing prior year investment credit to
be supported by an attached statement. Page
one of Schedule C has been changed by adding
a line for retirement plans, etc., other than
the taxpayer’s share. Also, additional general
information questions are being asked. Sched
ule C-3 and F-1, computations of Social
Security Self-Employment Tax, have been
changed to reflect the new tax rate of 5.4%
and the maximum tax of $259.20 from 4.7%
and $225.60 in 1962. Schedule D contains a
new part for computing the gain from disposi
tion of depreciable property under Section
1245 and the ordinary income so computed
is carried into the total gains or losses from
sale or exchange of property to be shown on
page 1 of Form 1040. Schedule F has an
added line to record expense for retirement
plans, etc., other than the taxpayer’s share.
Form 3468 for the computation of investment
credit has an added line on which to show the
carryback and carryover of unused credit
which must be supported by an attached
schedule.
** * *

A revision of Schedule M of the Federal
corporate income tax return (Form 1120)
has been made for 1963.
Schedule M has reflected the reconciliation
of taxable income and the analysis of earned
surplus and undivided profits in a single sched
ule. The proposed revision, shown below and
on the following page, provides two schedules.
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Schedule M-1 Reconciliation of Income per Books with Income per Return
1. Net income per books
2. Federal income tax
3. Excess of capital losses over capital
gains
4. Taxable income not recorded on
books this year (itemize)

7. Income recorded on books this
year, not included in this return
(itemize) ..................................
8. Deductions in this tax return not
charged against book income this
year (itemize) ..........................

5. Expenses recorded on books this
year not deducted in this return
(itemize) ..................................

9. Total of line 7 and 8
10. Income (line 28, page 1)— line
6 less 9

__

6. Total of lines 1 through 5

Schedule M-2 Analysis of Earned Surplus and Undivided Profits Per Books (line 23, Page 4)
1. Balance at beginning of year
2. Net income per books
3. Other increases (itemize) ...........

5. Distributions (a)
(b)
(c)
6. Other decreases

7.
8.
4. Total of lines 1, 2, and 3

Cash
Stock
Property
(itemize) ..........

Total of lines 5 and 6..................
Balance end of year (line 4
less 7)

This revision is best explained by the following comparison which lists the lines on the re
vised schedules where the information will be shown as compared to the lines on the former
Schedule M.
1962

Revised

Schedule M
Line No.
1
2
3-4
5
6
7
8 (total)
9
10
11
12-14
15
16
17
18
19
20 (total)
21

Schedule M-1
Line No.
appears on

1
10
7
8
8

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

99
"

3

99

5
5
2
5
3
5
5
4

99
99
99

"

99
99
99

"

99

Schedule M-2
Line No.

6
6

8

Record Keeping * * *

etc., are not frowned upon by the Internal Rev
enue Service if they are a part of, or are
immediately connected with, a bona fide busi
ness discussion.
The fact that all answers have not yet
been resolved is proven by the article which
appears in the June 1963 issue of THE JOUR
NAL OF ACCOUNTANCY entitled “Com
ments on Proposed Regulations Under Code
Section 274 Relating to Disallowance of Cer
tain Entertainment, Gift and Travel Expenses—
submitted to the Internal Revenue Service,
May 3, 1963, by the AICPA Committee on
Federal Taxation.”

(Continued from page 4)

cannot be made available generally at the time
the expenses are incurred, but can be made
part of the regular files possibly six months
later. Perhaps the use of a personal diary to
record “business purpose” is the answer.
Business luncheons and dinners are speci
fically allowable as a deduction—as they were
under the old law. They are still governed by
it—they should have a business purpose and
good will is sufficient.
Even theatre parties, ball game attendance,
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COMMENTS AND IDEA EXCHANGE
JANE STRENCIWILK, CPA

WHAT IS PERSONAL INCOME?
Personal income, estimated monthly by the
Department of Commerce, is the income
received currently by individuals, unincorpo
rated businesses and nonprofit institutions (in
cluding pension, trust and welfare funds). It
consists of wages and salaries; other labor in
come (mainly employer contributions to pen
sion, health and welfare funds); profits of
unincorporated businesses and farms; divi
dends; interest and rents and transfer payments
from government or business for which no
service is rendered currently (mainly social
insurance benefits, military pensions and relief).
Personal income is the total of these compo
nents less individual contributions to social in
surance funds.
About 95 per cent of personal income is
received in money; the remainder is imputed.
The principal imputations consist of the rental
value of owner-occupied dwellings net of
depreciation, taxes and maintenance; pay
ments “in kind,” such as employer-furnished
meals, clothing and lodging; food and fuel
raised and consumed on farms and “free” serv
ices furnished by financial institutions. Neither
capital gains nor transfers from one person to
another—such as gifts, insurance payouts and
private pensions—are included in personal in
come. The theory is that such payments in
crease the total resources of individuals but
not of the whole population.
—Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
AFTER THAT FIRST YEAR!
Public accounting is interesting,
challenging,
demanding,
and a teacher.
A teacher of patience,
tolerance,
diplomacy,
cooperation,
tenacity,
and discipline.
From this one gains poise,
understanding,
confidence,
and appreciation.
Let us begin again.
Becoming an auditor begins when one joins
a public accounting firm after graduating as
an accounting major. The seniors on each job
have much the same relationship to the junior

accountant as the teachers in college to the
student, helping one to use accounting theory
and auditing procedures and to shape these
into concrete auditing programs and tech
niques. The accounting firms carry on staff
training programs in order to keep their mem
bers abreast of the fast-changing legislation,
the ever-evolving auditing procedures, and the
panorama of accounting fields. But the major
accomplishment in the first year is a personal
one and involves a maturing process in the
college graduate toward a young professional.
Each graduate walks into the first year not
really knowing what to expect, how to react,
whom to respect, and what to admire. Vast
numbers of people, both in the accounting
firm and in the clients’ offices are introduced
to the junior. Many different situations occur
which gradually help one to discover what
public accounting is and where one might
eventually hope to fit into the profession. Be
coming a public accountant is so challenging
in its scope and demanding in its application,
it becomes a teacher of far more than its own
requirements of technical abilities. It becomes
a teacher of personal maturity. The insight one
gains from the associations with fine men and
women in the profession and the demands of
the assignments help one to appreciate the
qualities in these successful professionals that
spell maturity and integrity. This rapidly
makes one realize that the pencils and straight
edge are the very smallest of the successful ac
countant’s tools.
After the first year a great view of the
business world opens—teaching respect for the
work necessary to be successful therein and
gratefulness for the sterling opportunities in
accounting. But, somewhere between learn
ing, looking, analyzing, and evaluating, one
develops an appreciation for that sound, de
pendable and always optimistic sense of hu
mor that makes the difference between work
ing one’s work and living one’s work.
Janice Cooper
Tucson ASWA Chapter No. 58
* * *

Thinking is the hardest work there is, which
probably is the reason why so few indulge
in it.—Henry Ford
* * *

The true test of civilization is, not the cen
sus, nor the size of the cities, nor the crops—
no, but the kind of man the country turns out.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
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TIPS FOR BUSY READERS
MARILYNN G. WINBORNE, CPA

The future of accounting must encompass
growth and change. The following recom
mendations are made to insure the “continued
evolution of principles from the customs and
modes of thought of the people.”
(1) The AICPA should formally communi
cate with the business community as
to principles.
(2) The Accounting Principles Board
should accomplish its objectives by
demonstration, not coercion.
(3) Practical research into known problem
areas should be undertaken jointly by
the profession and business manage
ments.
(4) A plan for education of users of state
ments should be developed and imple
mented.
This article is a plea for practical, pragma
tic “research” in accounting to be undertaken
by accountants and managers jointly. Changes
are to be evolutionary, not sudden. Growth
is to be limited by extant practices. It appears
that Mr. Savoie is advancing arguments for
the status quo.

“Accounting Improvement: How Fast, How
Far?” Leonard M. Savoie, Harvard Business
Review, July-August, 1963
Mr. Savoie, partner in Price Waterhouse and
Co., quickly states his belief that accounting
must be improved. These improvements will
come from practice in an “accelerated evolu
tionary process” based upon principles found
to be useful in the past. A part of the improve
ment will be the narrowing of the gap between
divergent acceptable practices. Greater com
parability among statements is a must and can
be achieved, partially, through upgrading the
professional standards of integrity and com
petence.
Comparability is not to imply uniform rigid
procedures. “Accounting principles must be
flexible enough to meet the demands of reality,
thus permitting the adoption of appropriate
methods that will make accounting relevant
and responsive to the particular entity, the
particular corporation, rather than to some
nameless and faceless mass.” Leaders in the
profession are criticizing the current state of
the art not so much to bring about evolution
ary improvements in principles but “to remove
from business management the right to par
ticipate in development of accounting prin
ciples and place this important function in
the hands of an external regulatory body,
either within the accounting profession or,
failing that, within the government.” The de
sired type of principles—flexible and geared
to particular needs—can be developed only
with the aid of business managers. Only with
flexible principles can management report what
is, in its opinion, fair.
The profession has a system by which its
changes (improvements, hopefully) can be
evaluated. The Principles Board’s authority
rests upon the general acceptability of its
pronouncements. General acceptance, in turn,
depends upon custom and practice, indepen
dent accountants’ thinking, stock exchanges
and the S.E.C. These checks and balances are
too important to be discarded lightly.
There are four safeguards to the usefulness
of financial reports: consistency, disclosure,
conservatism and integrity. Using these to the
fullest extent will aid the profession in the
performance of day-to-day tasks as well as
in evaluating new principles and procedures.
The safeguards are not guarantees of uniform
ity. Their conscientious application would fur
nish a firm base for the many estimates and
judgments necessary in financial reporting.

“Accounting for Costs of Capacity,” N.A.A. Re
search Report No. 39. National Association
of Accountants. 1963
The broad range of problems presented by
fixed and semifixed costs is considered in
this recent research study by the National
Association of Accountants. N.A.A. “research”
is pragmatic; the efforts of fifty-five companies
are analyzed for common and complementary
procedures in defining, reporting, and analyzing
capacity costs. The report is lengthy, but it
can and will be easily read by persons having
diverse accounting backgrounds.
The generic term, capacity costs, is defined
as those costs incurred in anticipation of
future activity. This class of costs includes
fixed costs which do not vary directly (in the
short run) with production or sales and period
costs which expire with the passage of time.
The terms, fixed and period costs, are not used
because they emphasize cost behavior while
the term, capacity cost, stresses the origin of
the cost. Expenditures for buildings, machin
ery, advertising, marketing research, admin
istrative staff, and computers are all included
in the term, capacity costs.
Capacity costs are broken down into two
subclasses: (1) committed costs and (2) man
aged costs. Committed costs are those which
remain constant over a relatively long period
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of time (e.g., buildings). Long-range planning
is required to control and coordinate committed
costs. The study pointed out that estimated
sales trends are the basis for decisions con
cerning committed costs. Management must
plan the rate of usage, seasonal fluctuations
and permissible inventory levels over appreci
able time periods to determine the level of
capacity each committed cost will produce.
The term, managed costs, is not so familiar
nor are its components so easily defined.
Managed costs are those which can be con
trolled from year to year by direct decision.
The periodic budget is the main instrument
for control of managed costs. Managed costs
include purchased services such as research,
staff, rent. Direct labor may be partially a
direct cost and partially a managed cost when
management is loathe to dispose of a core
of workmen during a slack season; but the
office staff may remain constant over short
time periods regardless of the level of activity.
Changes in rates and methods of usage affect
some capacity costs and not others. In the
preparation of data to evaluate alternatives,
it is preferable to show only those costs which
will fluctuate. The greater the use' made of
available capacity, the greater the profits may
be. This study reveals that accountants gen
erally do not concern themselves with measur
ing or reporting capacity utilization. Capacity
is defined “as the full output that can be sus
tained under attainable operating conditions.”
When capacity is known, it asserts, greater
control can be exercised. The relation between
scheduled production and current actual pro
duction is a measure of management’s efficiency
in using the facilities at its disposal.
Some costs of capacity are payments for
services available only during specific periods
(e.g., rents, salaries) and so are treated as
period costs. Those costs which apply to sever
al periods (e.g., buildings, machinery) must be
allocated over the periods of usefulness. The
various extant methods of depreciation will
produce different periodic income. Allocations
of joint costs do not have to be made for
purposes of comparing cost and profit margin
data to guide decisions between alternatives;
however, escapable costs should be used in
such presentations.
This report has added another dimension to
managerial reporting. The examples of data
used to inform management of the actual
utility of a capacity item will find application
in many businesses.
“A Critical Study of Accounting for Business
Combinations,” Research Study No. 5.
Arthur R. Wyatt, AICPA, 1963
This latest publication in the Research
Series by the American Institute of Certified

Public Accountants tackles the knotty problem
of recording business combinations—purchases
and poolings of interests. Professor Wyatt has
provided, in the first pages, an excellent brief
history of business combinations in the United
States. Discussions on the motivations behind
combinations include tax laws and anti-trust
legislation. The pronouncements by the AICPA
committee on accounting procedure are
brought out in the text as well as reprinted in
the Appendix. These parts of Study No. 5 are
worthwhile in themselves as they put com
binations into a historical perspective necessary
for an understanding of current practices.
Professor Wyatt establishes that the “crux
of the problem in accounting for business com
binations lies in the determination of the value
at which the assets and properties newly
acquired or controlled should be accounted
for in the records of the economic unit result
ing from the combination.” This definition of
the major problem area is. followed by dis
cussions of the current practices and the ra
tionales behind them. Inadequacies and in
consistencies of current practices are exposed
and explained in the light of .past pronounce
ments by the Committee on Accounting Pro
cedure and of changing business considerations
leading to combinations.
This foundation, so carefully constructed,
leads to the two-part conclusion of Study No.
5. The first is a general conclusion justifying
the inclusion of business combinations in the
subject matter of accounting:
1. A combination is a business transaction
of significance.
2. Accounting must reflect results of eco
nomic events relevant to the entity.
3. A combination is an economic event
relevant to the entity.
Therefore, from 1 and 3, accounting must re
flect the combination.
The manner in which the combination will
be recorded depends upon the circumstances
surrounding the combination. If one unit buys
another unit (either through acquisition of
assets or equities) the purchase method is
applicable and the acquired assets are recorded
at their exchange price. This method could
not permit the continuance of the acquired
entity’s retained earnings. The examination of
corporate statements led Professor Wyatt to
state that most of the recent combinations were
purchases and not poolings of interest.
If, however, the entities involved in the
combination were of comparable size, a pool
ing might exist. In such an instance the ac
counting treatment would be determined by
the new entity. If the pooling produced no
real changes, then the combination would be
the sum of its components. Usually, poolings
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in recent times produce a new entity sub
stantially different from its forerunners. This
circumstance calls for a third method, called
“fair value” pooling. This method is believed
to be more applicable than the traditional
pooling of interests method.
Fair value pooling presupposes the creation
of a new entity by the combination which is
not a purchase of one entity by another. The
resulting new entity has, actually, entered
into an economic transaction with the com
bining units. Thus, there has been a purchase
of the existing assets and liabilities (or equi
ties) by the new entity. From this line of rea
soning, the new entity should enter the assets
at their exchange or purchase price. The fair
value method differs from the purchase method
in that:
1. The assets of all involved entities are
stated at their current exchange or mar
ket price.
2.
No retained earnings are carried forward

as befits a newly created entity (thus
furnishing a “new start” for the created
entity).
A modification of this last feature is allowed,
grudgingly—the new entity can show as re
tained earnings the total retained earnings of
the combined entities.
The implications of these proposed proce
dures upon earnings per share and book value
computations are discussed. The problem of
goodwill is considered in connection with the
establishment of the purchase price of the
acquired assets. Following Professor Wyatt’s
study there are six pages entitled “Another
Look at Business Combinations” written by
Robert C. Holsen. Mr. Holsen contributes
further refinements of the definitions of “pur
chases” and “poolings.” His discussions on the
use of stock and treasury stock in combinations
are well formed and of practical importance.
Mr. Holsen’s proposals on the treatment of
goodwill may well open new avenues of
inquiry.

How to Think Straight—15 Tips:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Do your own thinking
Think before you act
Think objectively
Think ahead
Think hopefully
Think things through
Think charitably
Check and double check

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND
CIRCULATION (Act of October 23, 1962; Section 4369,
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Beware of your prejudices
Take an honest look at your own faults.
Get beyond wishful thinking
Don’t overlook the obvious
Think with determination
Look out for details
Dig for the deeper meaning
—Christopher News Notes
October, 1963
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Special Information For Our Readers
THE WOMAN CPA, which begins its
27th year of publication with this issue, is
published jointly by the American Woman’s
Society of Certified Public Accountants and
the American Society of Women Accountants
(known to their members as AWSCPA and
ASWA). Both organizations seek to encourage
women accountants and to advance their inter
ests.
AWSCPA is a national organization of
women certified public accountants and its
activities are guided by its officers and di
rectors who represent various geographical
areas of the United States and who are em
ployed in various fields of accounting work.
ASWA conducts most of its activities
through its local chapters under the leadership
of a Board of Directors. Since the organiza
tion of its first chapter twenty-five years ago,
it has grown until it now has 74 active chap
ters. Its membership is open to women who
are interested in some field of accounting.
Material for this publication is submitted,
for the most part, by members of the two
organizations; or it is based upon talks pre
sented by members and non-members at local,
regional or national meetings. Contributions
from other sources are, however, invited and
will be given careful consideration. If ma

terial is intended for one of the regular fea
tures (Tax Forum, Tips for Busy Readers, or
Comments and Idea Exchange), it should be
sent directly to the editor of that column at
the address shown on our masthead. If the
material is a manuscript intended for use as
a feature article, it should be sent to the busi
ness manager, Miss Beatrice C. Langley, at
327 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois,
60604. Miss Langley will then submit the
manuscript to members of the Editorial Board
for review and recommendations.
We would be delighted to receive material
from our non-member readers as well as from
the members of AWSCPA and ASWA.
*

*

*

*

“Conditions which tend to favor or restrict
the progress of women in the business world
are different in each country. They may be
economic, political, historical, or a combination
of these and many others. We can find, how
ever, at least three factors which would be
basic to every country: educational opportu
nity, social and religious customs, and woman
suffrage.” Lois Williamson Smalley, C.P.A.
“The Progress of Women in Accounting in
Other Countries” THE WOMAN CPA, De
cember 1953.

In This Issue
ployed by the International Business Machines
Corporation as a systems engineer. In addition,
she is a lecturer in accounting and electronic
data processing at Western Reserve University.

Shirley T. Moore served ASWA as national
director and as national treasurer. She is em
ployed by Alvord & Alvord, attorneys, in
Washington, D. C., and has been with that
firm for the past 20 years. Mrs. Moore is a
graduate of Benjamin Franklin University and
received its distinguished graduate award in
1961. Her article on “Record Keeping for
Travel and Entertainment Deductions” sum
marizes and emphasizes some of the regulations
issued in connection with Section 274 of the
Internal Revenue Code.
“An Evaluation of Electronic Data Process
ing” is based upon the author’s participation
on the professional development panel at the
1963 joint annual meeting of ASWA and
AWSCPA. Miss Jancura is a graduate of Flora
Stone Mather College and received her M.B.A.
degree from the Western Reserve University
Graduate School of Business. She obtained her
CPA certificate in 1961 and is presently em

NEW EDITORIAL BOARD MEMBER
Miss Mary E. Beniteau, CPA, has accepted
an appointment to the Editorial Board and
will fill the vacancy created by the death of
Katherine E. Pfeifer. Our August 1963 issue
included her manuscript “The ABC’s of Audit
ing” and certain biographical information.
“Again and again women have proved their
ability and capacity to do important work.”—
From the Report of the Director of the Uni
versity Placement Bureau of Columbia Uni
versity, Year Ended June 30, 1948. THE
WOMAN CPA, June 1949.
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Because IAS has helped
train more than
9,000 CPA’s
We can make this unusual
agreement with you
If any CPA Coaching Course enrollee who has submitted for grading all 20 examinations
of the course fails to pass the CPA examination in any state after meeting the legal require
ments of the state as to residence, experience, preliminary education, etc., IAS will con
tinue coaching without additional cost until the enrollee is successful.

In helping 9,188* CPA's pass their state examinations, IAS has developed an out
standingly successful coaching course.
The vital need for effective coaching has been well established by innumerable
experienced accountants who have floundered in the examination room. They know
accounting but they didn’t know how to:
1. Budget their time
2. Approach each problem or question
3. Decide quickly, the exact requirements for the solution
4. Construct an acceptable presentation
5. Extract relevant data
6. Use accounting terms acceptable to the examiners
To obtain full information on how you or some qualified member of your staff can
benefit from IAS’ more than half a century of coaching CPA candidates successfully
just use the coupon below.
*As of April 5, 1963, this number of former students who had obtained all or a part of their accounting
training through IAS had passed CPA examinations.
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209 W. Jackson Blvd. • Chicago 6, Illinois

Without any obligation on my part please send me your latest report on the
IAS CPA Coaching Course.
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